
Primary 2 Numeracy Menu 

Week beginning 15th June 2020 
Please do not worry if you cannot access the website links. They are not essential to carrying out the activities, just an 

extra source of help. 

Number/Multiplication 
 

Last week you practised counting in 
multiples of 2. 
 
This week remind yourselves of the 
multiples of 10.    10, 20, 30, 40…. 
 
Practise saying your multiples while 
skipping, jumping or singing. 
 
Use this 100 square to paint all the 
numbers in the 10x table (multiples of 
10) 
 
Look at the patterns they make when you 
colour them in on a 100 square 
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-
count/paint-the-squares    

For an extra challenge see if you can 
learn the multiples of 5 too. 
 
 
 
 
 

Number 
  Number of the day. 
Choose a one or two - 
digit number. 
Use your number to 
make a 

 ‘Number of the Day’ 
poster. 

Refer to earlier week’s 
post for an example. 

 

 

 
 

 

STEM ACTIVITY 

What are the Chances? 
It is good to develop children’s understanding of chance and 
uncertainty – how likely or unlikely something will happen.  
Let’s play a game of corners, with a twist! 
1. Choose 8 rooms/areas or your garden/specific places (e.g. couch bed)  
2. Write the names of all these rooms/areas/places on pieces of paper - write 
4 in one colour and 4 in another – these are the “cards” 
3. Stick a piece of paper on each side of a coin and colour each side the 
different colours you used for step 2. – this will be your “colour selector”. 
 4. Players can now go to the room/area/place they choose – follow them 
 5. Get ready to flip the colour selector. Discuss with your child that when 
flipped the coin can show either of the two colours. Ask them which colour 
they think it will be. Flip the colour selector – what colour was it? Were they 
right?  
6. Now using the cards. Discuss the places on the cards – think about where 
they are – “Do you think I will choose the card with the place where you 
are?” Choose a card. It is where you are? What colour is the writing on the 
card? Does it match the colour identified in step 5?  
7. If the card matches where you are and the colour on the card matches the 
colour selector you are out! 
8. Remove the place card and the option of that place from the game. Discuss 
how this alters/increases the chances of the colour matching and the places 
matching  
9. Repeat until the option of places run out or all players are out. 
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Number 

BBC Teach School Radio Audio Maths 

Rainbow Quiz:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-

radio/audio-maths-rainbow-quiz/zhdvpg8 

Have a go at the Rainbow Quiz at the 

Information Handling 
 
If you can access the link below. It shows how to sort 2D shapes 
using a Carroll Diagram. 
 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2544761-sorting-2d-
shapes-using-a-carroll-diagram-powerpoint 

 
Using the Carroll Diagram template provided make your own 
shapes and add your own criteria for sorting them.  
You could then change the criteria and sort your shapes 
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above link. It not only helps to develop 
your numeracy skills but also helps 
develop your listening skills. Pick a quiz 
which challenges you. There is a guide 
which explains how to use the Rainbow 
Quiz.  
Good luck quizzers! 
 

differently or try sorting other things. I can see that lego getting 
used again! 

 
 
 
 
Reminder: P7 Leading the Learning Task 
If you planted a seed and are measuring it/ height or counting 
its leaves remember to record. 
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Fun Maths 

 
I know you all love maths and it can be so 
much fun. Have you tried this site out 
yet? 
 
Look at the Fun Stuff section with an 
adult 
 
https://www.kidsmathgamesonline.com/funst

uff.html 
 
 
 
 

Number 
 
 

Remember to use the 

following to improve 

numeracy skills a little 

everyday if you can! 

 

 

 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/m
aths-games/hit-the-button      

 
 
 
 

Calendar Work 
 

Find a calendar in your house and use it to practise the months 
of the year. You should aim to say them all in order. Can you 
write them out in order? 
 
You could write them out on cards, shuffle them up and reorder 
them. 
 
Learn how many days are in each month. We looked at this in 
school. Talk about a leap year. How many days in a year? Can 
you remember? 
. 
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